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Dear Friends, 

Imagine.. .stepping out in faith to do the 
impossible, not knowing how or where the 
resources will come from.. .doing all you can 
do, investing your own life savings, hoping, 
praying, believing that God will do that 
which he has placed upon your heart. 
Imagine ... that others begin to see the 
vision and share from their own resources, 
and suddenly, that which was impossible is 
coming to pass. Imagine. ..that the very 
people that you want to reach, reach out to 
you, to do their part...to do all that they 
can do to bring about the vision to reach 
souls for the Kingdom of God. 

One of these self-sacrificing Mexican 
brothers is David Rodriguez. David and his 
wife, Lucy, were some of our first Mexican 
Christian friends. David has donated not 
only his own time to doing the necessary 
welding in the construction of the 
facilities for the Video Bible school, to 
make the doors, windows, and railings. He 
is paying the salaries of the four men who 
work in his show to aive us a helwina hand. * 
He even paid the salary of seven men to set 
the heavy "I" beams for the ceiling. I 
heard him tell his non-Christian employees, 
"Do quality work because this is for the 
Lord." Imagine ... if each of us contribute 
what we can ... Imagine. 
GOURMET'S CORNER 

I was recently asked this question, "What 
are some of the Mexican dishes that you 
don't eat?" When we first moved to our 
ministry center here in Jocotepec, I would 
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buy tacos from the stand near our home. They sell tacos de cabesa, which 
means tacos from the head of the cow. These tacos consist of the meat 
and fat from the face, the tongue (which we enjoy), the gristle from the 
nose and ears and even the brains l ! The brains are white and mushy. 
They taste rather bland and icky even when rolled up in a tortilla with 
hot sauce and onions. My wife asked me not to buy from that place any 
more. I told her that I heard that brain tacos will make you as smart as 
a cow and they say that's no bullll! 

PRAYER REQUESTS 

1. This month, focus your prayers on the acquiring of the S-VHS studio 
and editing equipment. T.V. equipment is very expensive, but we believe 
that the Lord will use this equipment and the facilities in these final 
hours to bring about a great harvest. 
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In His service, 

Lee, Carol, Josh, Amy and Sarah 

***NEW ADDRESS*** 
LEE AND CAROL SHORT 
APDO 718 
45900 CHAPALA 
JALISCO, . MEXICQ .. 
TELEPHONE: 
011-52-376-30-7-66 

David Rodriguez and his 
hired help lifting a 30' 
I beam for the roof 
of the studio. 


